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Hamilton: An American Musical is a sung- and rapped-through musical about the life of American Founding
Father Alexander Hamilton, with music, lyrics and book by Lin-Manuel Miranda, inspired by the 2004
biography Alexander Hamilton by author and historian Ron Chernow.
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The guqin ([kuÌ€tÉ•Ê°iÌŒn] ; Chinese: å•¤ç•´) is a plucked seven-string Chinese musical instrument of the
zither family. It has been played since ancient times, and has traditionally been favoured by scholars and
literati as an instrument of great subtlety and refinement, as highlighted by the quote "a gentleman does not
part with his qin or se ...
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HISTORY and SOCIAL STUDIES History in all its aspects from personal, local to regional, national and
worldwide applications; for educators, students, amateur historians and genealogists.
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